Example: Business Case – One Author

Author(s).  

"Title of Source."  

Database.  

Date of Publication,  

Johnson, Craig E. "A Breach of Integrity." *SAGE Business Cases*, 06 Mar. 2016, go.galegroup.com.db29.linccweb.org/ps/retrieve.do?tabID=T002&resultListType=RESULT_LIST&searchResultsType=SingleTab&searchType=BasicSearchForm&currentPosition=18&docId=GA LE%7CA453287023&docType=Article&sort=Relevance&contentSegment=&prodId=PPCJ&conte ntSet=GALE%7CA453287023&searchId=R1&userGroupName=linclin_vcc&inPS=true#.  


In-text citation: "Text of quotation" (Johnson).

* The date of access is optional; however, it is commonly used. When using optional elements, refer to your assignment or course guidelines or preferences expressed by your professor.